We consider the optimal orthonormal subband coding of zero mean cyclostationary signals, with N-periodic second order statistics. A 2-channel uniform filter bank, with N-periodic analysis and synthesis filters, is used as the subband coder. A dynamic scheme involving N-periodic bit allocation is employed. An average variance condition is used to measure the output distortion. The conditions for maximizing the coding gain parallel those for the case when the signals are Wide Sense Stationary (WSS) and the analysis and synthesis filters and the bit allocation time invariant, in that the blocked subband signals must be decorrelated and the subband power spectral densities must obey an ordering. Some additional conditions on this ordering, over and above those required for the WSS case, are needed.
INTRODUCTION
We consider the optimum orthonormal subband coding of zero mean wide sense cyclostationary (WSCS) signals. (1)
Our goal is to select bi(k) and the filters Hi(k, z -' ) and F i ( k ,~-~) so thattheaveragevarianceofi(k) -z(k)is the minimum, subject to orthonormality and a constant average transmission bit rate, i.e. for a fixed given b and all k . The work that most influences this paper is by Vaidyanathan, [6] . Assuming that z(k) is WSS, zero mean, and using its second order statistics, [6] provides a complete solution to the problem of obtaining the uniform optimal M-channel orthonormal filter bank that maximizes the coding gain for this z (k).
Since [6] influences our paper quite heavily, we briefly outline some of the ingredients of its analysis in Section 0-7803-5041-3/99 $10.00 0 1999 IEEE 2. Section 3 gives preliminaries and reduces the optimum subband coding problem described above to a precise mathematical problem. Since LPTV systems can be converted by the blocking procedure to LTI systems, it may at first sight appear that the theory developed in [6] should extend very easily to the framework we plan to consider. Howevel; Section 3 demonstra,res that the presence of the quantization devices underlying szcbbbandcoders changes the very nature of the optimization criterion, making the extension sought here nontrivial. Section 4 gives the main results. Section 5 concludes. All proofs are omitted because of space constraints and can be found in [7] and in [SI, a forthcoming journal version of this paper.
THE WSS CASE
In this section we recount the essentials of the result of [6] , which considers the case where z ( k ) is WSS, the analysis and synthesis filters are all LTI and the quantizer bits bi are constant. Though the result of [6] applies to filter banks having arbitrary number of channels, we will consider only the 2-channel case. The quantizer noise model used by [6] is:
where qi (k) is zero mean, independent from vi (k) and has variance uEi is the variance of the subband signal vi, and cis a constant determined by the signal distribution. Now the 2-channel filter bank of fig. 1 has the equivalent tepresentation of fig. 
2, with the 2 x 2 operators E ( z -l ) and R ( z -l ) LTI.
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Orthonormality reduces to the requirement that
Under these conditions given a set of v i ( k ) , the mean square distortion at the output is minimized if for all i , j , 2-2bou2 U0 = 2-261 at,. In this case the quantity to be minimized becomes (8) or the reverse. This is simply an energy compaction condition. Call the vector of inputs to E ( z -l ) , in fig. 2 ,Z and its PSD matrix S, (w) . Then one can write
Since (5) 
PROBLEM FORMULATION
We now address the case where s(k) is WSCS with period N, and H i ( k , z-') and Fi(k, z-') are N-periodic. In this Section we: (i) give a quantizer noise model; (ii) define a measure for the output distortion; (iii) give an optimum bit allocation scheme; and (iv) subject to optimum bit allocation, extract a precise mathematical optimization problem. Clearly, the subband signals are themselves WSCS with period N, i.e.
UEi(k) = o ; i ( k + N ) .
Extending [6] , we will assume that the quantizers are modeled by additive zero mean noise sources, independent of the vi (k) with variances of the form 
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Input to are WSS with PSD matrices Sc ( w ) and SZ ( w ) respectively.
Note that Sz(w) can be constructed from the periodic autocorrelation, R,(k, I ) , and will be assumed to be available.
Denote R(2-l) to be the 2N x 2N LTI operatorrepresenting the blocked version of the cynthesis side of fig. 2 .
Under orthonormality R(z-l) = &-'(z-') and &'(ej")&(e-jW)
= & ( e j Q ) j j ( e -j u ) = 1. 
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Because of (12) and (lo), this in turn equals
..
(2-2b0(k)c&(k) + -b 1 ( k )~: l ( k ) )
. (13) k=O
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Since the arithmetic mean is lower bounded by the geometric mean with the bound achieved under equality of the elements, subject to (2), (13) 
This is the optimum bit allocation scheme. Under (14) the minimization of (13) 
E(z-'). Find E(2-l) such that (15) is minimized subject to (12).
The difference between the WSS case considered in [6] and the WSCS case, is evident. Whereas in [6] one minimizes the product of variances, (6) , in this case it is the sum of square root of 2-products that must be minimized. The difference can be traced to the fact that while in the WSS case there is only one bit budget to be satisfied, in the N-periodic WSCS case N bit budgets must be met (2).
THE MAIN RESULT
In this Section we provide the solution to Problem 1. Though we will not prove the main result we will give a key intermediate Lemma that illustrates the approach taken i.n the proof. This Lemma employs the notion of majorization, Further equality holds in the second inequality ifd = B.
This result states two facts. First that among all possible sums of square root of products the minimum is attained by pairing the largest with the smallest, the second largest with the second smallest, etc.. Second, the sequence that majorizes the other yields a smaller value for this quantity. Now the main result: it is possible to show that the optimizing design can be effected using a class of periodic optimal compaction filters, see [8] for details.
CONCLUSION
We have given conditions for the optimal orthonormal subband coding of WSCS signals with period N, when the coder is a 2-channel uniform filter bank with N-periodic analysis and synthesis filters. A PDBA scheme involving N-periodic bit allocation is employed. An average variance condition is used to measure the output distortion. The optimality conditions parallel those for the WSS case in that the blocked subband signals must be decorrelated and the subband PSD's must obey an ordering. Unlike the WSS case some additional conditions on this ordering are required.
